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This is what I need!

“APPS+CONTENT+COMMUNITY”
Discover our brand new 3DEXPERIENCE Edu universe and dive
into a whole set of tailored Apps Content and Communities!
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We know that you’re probably already an expert on leading
Dassault Systèmes products like SOLIDWORKS or CATIA V5
or Abaqus, and that you’ve spent a lot of time developing
your knowledge and know-how to teach your students
the right way, creating motivating lectures and handson exercises, preparing students with inspiring capstone
projects for the world of industry.
If you’re reading this, you’re almost certainly interested
in jumping to the new, cutting-edge Dassault Systèmes
solution, 3DEXPERIENCE®.

CONTENT

APPLICATIONS

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

APPLICATION for...
INDUSTRIES

CONTENT

CONTENT FOR EDUCATORS
& STUDENTS

SERVICES

ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
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Rest assured, as the new 3DEXPERIENCE Edu universe we’ve
developed everything you need to smoothly transition from
your favorite legacy solution to 3DEXPERIENCE!
You need apps, we’ve got them!
But Dassault Systèmes is no longer just a software developer.
When we say we’re the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, this means
we develop Teaching and Learning Experiences tailored
precisely for you Teachers. We understand you need
content like Videos/Webinars/Courses/Learning
paths to inspire your teaching – and we’ve
worked hard to deliver the best yet!

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

We’ve called on
expert to produce
a series of short
but captivating
onboarding
videos

We know that moving to a new technology could
take you outside your comfort zone for a short
while. This is why we have built the biggest
worldwide Dassault Systèmes communities for
Educators & Students to support you in your
journey, and connect you and your students to
technical experts.
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+400 APPS

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
TRANSFER YOUR PEDAGOGY AND A
LOT MORE BESIDES

CONTENT

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Yes, more apps than ever! 100% sure you’ll find what you need
(to meet your short and long-term needs).

ANYTIME ANYWHERE
YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS CAN
NOW WORK FROM LABS AND
FROM HOME!

COLLABORATIVE

NO LIMITS! FROM TEAM
PROJECTS WITH YOUR
STUDENTS TO THE ENTIRE
WORLD!

Rather than a lengthy description, why not deep dive
now into the 3DEXPERIENCE Roles & Apps
https://edu.3ds.com/en/software/3dexperience-education

CLOUD BASED

SECURE AND ALWAYS UPDATED
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SHOW OFF
YOUR TALENT

When you deploy 3DEXPERIENCE for Education, it’s only a
third of everything you get! So, let’s take a look at the amazing
content and communities waiting for you…

You’ll have access
to the apps used
by the
professionals
themselves!

DRIVEN BY FUTURE-READY SKILLS
TO BOOST YOUR STUDENTS’
EMPLOYABILITY

APPS

CONTENT

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

SHARPEN
YOUR SKILLS

LEARNING MATERIALS
DESIGNED AND BUILT BY REAL
EDUCATORS JUST FOR YOU

CHALLENGE
YOURSELF

FLEXIBLE LEARNING MATERIALS
THAT CAN BE RE-USED HOW
AND WHENEVER YOU LIKE

BOOST
EMPLOYABILITY

YOU’RE NO LONGER ALONE!
WELCOME TO A COMMUNITY OF
THOUSANDS OF EDUCATORS &
DASSAULT SYSTÈMES EXPERTS
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Here at Dassault Systèmes we’ve developed the turnkey
libraries and content you need. To be 100% relevant and
ensure your success, we’ve co-defined all these learning
materials through close ongoing collaboration among
dozens of educators – all recognized as champions –
who’ve been teaching on 3DEXPERIENCE for years.
Every effort has been made to ensure it fits all your needs:
• Need INSPIRING stories for yourself and to motivate
your student? The Experiences we’ve developped using
our 3DEXPERIENCE Edu HUB offer just that! And to

ensure you don’t miss out on valuable
content, we have curated content
developed by Dassault Systèmes and
put it together on our 3DEXPERIENCE Edu | Academic
private community. That’s right, it’s private. Because
this “club” is for Educators only (Students aren’t
allowed)!
• Need to boost your know-how on a new app? We’ve
got hundreds of short video tutorials & playlists ready
for you so you don’t have to spend time creating your
own.
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• Need to adapt a current teaching activity? (i.e. Mechanical
CAD Design on SOLIDWORKS or CATIA V5)? We’ve got a range
of options for you:
• Re-use a full course developed by a Teacher/Professor from
one of our committees (hundreds of hours of learning, from
1 hr to 40 hrs)

• Need to develop a new topic or work with colleagues?

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

• Re-use a full Learning Path developed by a Teacher/
Professor from one of our committees
• Re-use a Learning Path developed by Dassault Systèmes
Experts for our industry customers.

• Re-use part of a learning path developed by Dassault
Systèmes Experts for our industry customers (thousands
of hours of industry courses, and most of them prepare
students for professional certifications)
• Need to put in place a new pedagogical approach like a flipclassroom, blended teaching, PBL, etc.?
• Do your shopping in our unique repository of Eduspace
Learning modules & Paths!
• Assemble them as you want with your own and publish
your own learning path to your students
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Want to accelerate collaboration and international
exposure for your students?

Need some coaching to develop your latest hands-on
exercise? Need best practices for using the platform?

• You understand that you’ve got all the right content, now
you just need connections with teachers that are also
3DEXPERIENCE Users

• Then the 3DEXPERIENCE Edu | Academic community
is for you! Teachers from around the world and our Edu
technical experts are there for your empowerment.
Whether the solution comes from a peer, Dassault
Systèmes or an Edu Champion, you’re not alone
anymore!

• Promote turnkey capstone projects with existing students
competitions and put together extended teams
with students from around the world
to allow your students to take part in
a real Problem Based Learning (PBL)
Experience.

Need anything else?
• The 3DEXPERIENCE Edu | Academic community is there
for that. Explain your need and we’ll work on it with our
community members. And if you like, they can start
working directly with you.
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edu.3ds.com/academics

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving
11 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, is a catalyst for human progress. We provide business and people with
collaborative virtual environments to imagine sustainable innovations. By creating ‘virtual experience twins’ of the real world
with our 3DEXPERIENCE platform and applications, our customers push the boundaries of innovation, learning and production.
Dassault Systèmes’ 20,000 employees are bringing value to more than 270,000 customers of all sizes, in all industries, in
more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.

Europe/Middle East/Africa
Dassault Systèmes
10, rue Marcel Dassault
CS 40501
78946 Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex
France

Asia-Pacific
Dassault Systèmes K.K.
ThinkPark Tower
2-1-1 Osaki, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-6020
Japan

Americas
Dassault Systèmes
175 Wyman Street
Waltham, Massachusetts
02451-1223
USA

©2020 Dassault Systèmes. All rights reserved. 3DEXPERIENCE, the Compass icon, the 3DS logo, CATIA, BIOVIA, GEOVIA, SOLIDWORKS, 3DVIA, ENOVIA, EXALEAD, NETVIBES, MEDIDATA, CENTRIC PLM, 3DEXCITE, SIMULIA, DELMIA, and IFWE are
commercial trademarks or registered trademarks of Dassault Systèmes, a French “société européenne” (Versailles Commercial Register # B 322 306 440), or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are owned by
their respective owners. Use of any Dassault Systèmes or its subsidiaries trademarks is subject to their express written approval.
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